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Abstract
We have deeply investigated T cell compartment, plasma cytokines and cells producing cytokines in
patients affected by Covid-19. At admission, patients were lymphopenic; in all of them SARS-CoV-2 was
detected in a nasopharyngeal swab specimen by real-time RT-PCR, and pneumonia was subsequently
con�rmed by X-rays.

Detailed 18-parameter �ow cytometry was performed in 21 patients and 13 controls. Coupling
polychromatic cytometry with unsupervised data analysis, we found that patients show an increased
amount of CD4+ T lymphocytes that were activated, exhausted, stem memory or Treg. Similar results
concerning activation and exhaustion were found in the CD8+ T cell compartment, within which the
differences were even greater.

Measuring plasma level of 31 cytokines linked to in�ammation revealed that Covid-19 showed a
dramatic increase of several molecules, such as TH1 and TH2 cytokines, chemokines, galectins, pro- and
anti-in�ammatory mediators, con�rming the importance of a massive immune activation causing the
cytokine storm. Then, intracellular staining detecting the simultaneous production of different cytokines
after a para-physiologic stimulus given by anti-CD3/CD28 mAbs revealed not only a high capacity to
produce a variety of molecules, including TNF-a, IFN-g and IL-2, but also a signi�cant skewing of CD4+ T
cells towards the TH17 phenotype.

A therapeutic approach now exists based on the administration of drugs that block IL-6 pathway, and is
now consistently improving the course of the disease. IL-17 is crucial in recruiting and activating
neutrophils, cells that can migrate to the lung and are heavily involved in the pathogenesis of Covid-19.
We show here that a signi�cant skewing of activated T cells towards TH17 functional phenotype exists in
Covid-19 patients. Thus, we suggest that blocking IL-17 pathway by already available biological drugs
that are used to treat different pathologies could be a novel, additional strategy to improve the health of
patients infected by SARS-CoV-2.

Introduction
The dramatic pandemic caused by the severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus (SARS-CoV–2) that
causes Corona Virus Disease–2019 (Covid–19) (1), it is a dramatic threat to our species that is changing
daily habits and behaviour of all of us, all over the world. The World Health Organization emergency
committee declared this outbreak a “public health emergency of international concern”, and the �ght
against the virus has thus become a top priority for the scienti�c community, which must pool all the
resources to face SARS-CoV–2.

In Italy, the �rst patients with severe pneumonia of unknown origin were observed in Lombardy, and the
�rst con�rmed case dated February 21st, 2020 (2). From that moment, we saw an unpredictable number
of patients with severe pneumonia, whose treatment required ICU admission. Unfortunately, many of
these failed to �ght the virus, and to date, in just over a month, we had over 14,000 deaths.
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The pathophysiology of such highly contagious virus with an unusually high pathogenicity and
transmissibility has not been completely understood yet (3,4). Previous studies on severe diseases
caused by other coronaviruses like those causing the �rst epidemic of SARS (in 2003) or Middle East
Respiratory Syndrome (MERS, emerged in 2012) showed that pulmonary in�ammation is associated with
increased plasma levels of proin�ammatory cytokines (5–6). A similar phenomenon has been recently
described in patients with Covid–19, who can experience the so-called “cytokine storm” [7]. However, little
is known about the cells that are involved in such a massive production of these mediators, nor about the
speci�c immune response of patients with Covid–19.

Currently, others and we are experiencing that Covid–19 is much more severe in elderly patients,
especially in those with different comorbidities, diabetes, and obesity, while it appears to be much less
severe in children and pregnant women (8–10). It is known that the last two groups are characterized
both by different lymphocyte populations, i.e., that children have much more naive T cells (11) and a
prevalent TH2 pro�le in their immune responses (12). Thus, considering the importance of the whole
immune response and of cytokines in the pathogenesis of Covid–19, we have deeply characterized T
cells and studied the importance of the functional differentiation of T cells towards TH1, TH2, or TH17.
For this purpose, we have used different �ow cytometric approaches and the most sophisticated
techniques for the unsupervised analysis of complex phenotypes.

We found that CD4+ T lymphocytes from Covid–19 patients showed a high amount of cells that were
activated or exhausted; among this cell population we also observed more stem cell memory and
regulatory T lymphocytes. Similar results concerning activation and exhaustion were found in the CD8+ T
cell compartment that had however less naive and much less central memory cells. Measuring plasma
level of several cytokines, chemokines and factors related to the trigger or revealed not only a massive
increase of those related to in�ammation, but also of those linked to T cell activation. Finally, we found
that a paraphysiological stimulus like that given by anti-CD3/CD28 mAbs caused a relevant production of
TNF-α, IFN-γ and IL–2, as well as signi�cant skewing towards the TH17 phenotype. The latter observation
thus suggests the use of novel strategies based upon the inhibition of IL–17 pathway, similarly to what is
currently occurring by inhibiting IL–6 using biological drugs like tocilizumab.

Results

Characteristics of the patients
We have studied 21 patients who were consecutively admitted in the Infectious Diseases Clinics of the
University Hospital in Modena (Northern Italy) because of their symptoms that included sore throat, fever,
cough, dyspnoea, and chest pain. At admission, SARS-CoV–2 was detected in a nasopharyngeal swab
specimen by real-time reverse-transcriptase PCR, and in all of them pneumonia was subsequently
con�rmed by X-rays. Table 1 shows in details the individual clinical and biohumoral characteristics of the
patients. Note that they were not severely lymphopenic (mean: 1,082 cells/uL), even if in some cases
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lymphocyte count was clearly low. For all of the immunological analyses reported below, they were
compared to 13 age- and sex-matched healthy controls.

Different types of CD4+ T memory cells, cells expressing PD1 and
regulatory T cells were increased in Covid–19 patients
To �nely characterize peripheral immune cells in subjects affected by Covid–19 pneumonia, by using 18
parameter �ow cytometry, we performed a detailed analysis of CD4+ and CD8+ T cells in patients and
controls. This analysis was performed by using two complementary methodologies. In the �rst, we used
the classical approach based upon the use of two dimensional recognition of a given cell type (for
example, T cells expressing CD3), followed by a �rst gate to identify the population of interest (i.e., CD4+
or CD8+ lymphocytes), and then we applied sequential gates to identify cells in different status of
activation, differentiation, senescence, exhaustion, regulatory CD4+ T cells, or T stem cell memory. Data
obtained with this gating strategy were then analysed by nonparametric statistical tests, and represented
by histograms. Second, we performed an unsupervised analysis that allows considering the entire,
complex scenario of CD4+ or CD8+ T cells, and shows the multidimensional information obtained by
FlowSOM meta-clustering and dimension-reduction method such as the Uniform Manifold Approximation
and Projection (UMAP), along with heat maps that report statistical analysis (see Methods for details).
The same approach was used to study CD8+ T lymphocytes.

Figure 1A shows the gating strategy that we used to study CD4+ T cells between healthy subjects and
Covid–19 patients. The histogram inside the same �gure shows that the two study groups displayed
similar levels of CD4+ T cells within CD3+,CD45%+ T cells. A preliminary gate was set on “time” and
viability (detected by Promokine 840), to eliminate eventual turbulences of the �ux and dead cells, then a
�rst gate was set on CD3+T cells, among which we identi�ed CD4+ lymphocytes, and within this
population we analysed markers of T cell activation (HLA-DR and CD38), senescence and exhaustion
(CD57 and PD–1), differentiation (CD45RA, CCR7, CD27 and CD27), regulatory T cells (Treg, CD25high and
CD127low) and T stem memory cells CD95 among the naive population that was
CD45RS+,CCR7+,CD27+,CD28+). Figure 1B shows that within CD4+ T cells Covid–19 patients expressed
higher amounts of effector memory cells expressing CD45RA (EMRA), activated cells (co-expressing HLA-
DR and CD38), senescent/exhausted cells (PD1+,CD57+) and even more regulatory T cells (Treg).

We then used a more sophisticated approach to detect �ne changes among different subpopulations. For
each patient and control 5,000 CD45+,CD3+,CD4+ T cells were exported and concatenated in a unique
matrix. We explored the T helper cell panel by unsupervised analysis using FlowSOM (13) that performs
multivariate clustering of cells based on the self-organised map (SOM) algorithm and categorises cells
into relevant meta-clusters based on their surface markers. We clustered all individual cells into 25
distinct clusters based on the surface expression marker proteins. Then, to reduce complexity, we further
clustered them into 15 meta-clusters representing different types of T cells on the basis of activation,
differentiation and exhaustion (Figure 1C).
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UMAP allows to distinguish several CD4+ T cell populations, and to immediately recognize complex
phenotypes, whose percentages are reported in the heatmap shown in Figure 1D. It is possible to
immediately recognize the high amount of naive T cells (red dots), that were CD45RA+,
CD28+,CCR7+,CD27+,CD127+,CD25+,CD95-,CD38-,HLA-DR- (14) that were similar between the two
groups; then, we identi�ed recently activated naive T cells expressing CD38 and those expressing HLA-
DR. We found a small proportion of T cells representing CD4+ memory stem cells characterised by the
expression of CD95 and CD38, as described (15), that were similar in the groups.

Central memory T cells are characterised by expression of CD45RA, CD28, CD27, CD127, and CD95
molecules. Among these, a population expressing CD38 only has been identi�ed together with those that
were activated (HLA-DR+,CD38+) and also expressed PD1. In patients, these two populations were
signi�cant more frequent than in controls.

Regarding the effector memory compartment, part of the transitional effector memory T cells are
characterised by the lack of expression of CD45RA and CCR7, but express CD28. Effector memory were
characterised by the lack of expression of CD45RA, CCR7, CD27, CD28, CD38 and HLA-DR and mid
expression of PD1, CD127 and CD25; in addiction, effector memory expressing marker of senescence
(CD57) and exhaustion (PD1) were signi�cantly higher in the patient group. Terminally effector memory T
cells are cells expressing CD45RA, CD25, CD127 and CD95, but did not differ among groups.

Finally, we are well aware that T regulatory cells (Treg) can be better identi�ed by the expression of Foxp3,
which is not present in our panel. However, thanks to the expression of CD127 (low) and CD25 (high) we
were able to identify three different putative population of T regulatory cells: those naive (expressing
CD45RA+,CCR7+), central memory (CD45RA-,CCR7+) and the most represented subset of effector
memory (CD45RA-,CCR7-).

The comparison of different clusters between healthy subjects and Covid–19 patients is shown in panel
1E. It is to note that patients were characterised by higher proportion of naive Treg (p value was lower
than the lower limit of the statistical analysis provided the software, i.e., <10–9), by and central memory
Treg and an increase of activated central memory, expressing or not PD1 (Figure 1C and D).

Covid–19 patients display an activated and exhausted CD8+ T cell
compartment.
Figure 2A shows that healthy subjects and Covid–19 patients displayed comparable percentage of CD8+
T cells within CD3+, CD45+ T cells. The same panel shows the gating strategy that was used to identify
cells at different degree of differentiation, activation, senescence/exhaustion, and stem memory cells,
performed as describe above. Panel B reports the analysis based upon the manual gating strategy,
showing that patients with Covid–19 had signi�cantly less naive and less central memory cells, more
terminally differentiated cells expressing CD45RA, much more activated cells (expressing HLA-DR and
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CD38), signi�cantly more exhausted/senescent cells (PD1+,CD57+). No differences were present as far
as stem cell memory cells were concerned, similarly with what observed among CD4+ T lymphocytes.

We then performed the same unsupervised analysis by using FlowSOM meta-clustering to investigate the
phenotype of CD8+ T cells, represented by UMAP in Figure 2C and by heat ma in panel 2D. Thirteen
clusters were identi�ed and analysed.

Covid–19 patients were characterised by higher level of terminal effector cells expressing CD38 alone or
in combination with CD57, and by activated effector memory cells expressing PD1 or CD57. They also
displayed signi�cantly lower levels of naive and central memory T cells, which suggests that patients
display an exhausted CD8+ T cell compartment.

Detecting cytokine storm in patients’ plasma
We could measure plasma levels of 31 cytokines, chemokines and immune-related molecules were
measured in 13 Covid–19 patients and 8 healthy controls (Figure 3). We found that CCL2 (also known as
MCP–1), CCL3 (also known as MIP–1a), CCL4 (also known as MIP–1b), CD27, CD40, CXCL6, IFN-γ,
Galectin–1, –3, –9, IL–1α, IL–4, IL–6, IL–7, IL–8, IL–10, IL–15, IL–17, MICA, MIP–2 (also known as
CXCL2), PD-L1, and TNF-α were markedly higher in Covid–19 patients if compared to controls (Figure 3).
No statistical difference was found as far as CD40L and IL–13 was concerned. Likely because of
technical limitations, CCL7, GITR, IL–1β, IL–2, IL–3, IL–5 and IL–12p70 were undetectable in most
patients and controls.

T cells from Covid–19 patients produce in vitro high amount of pro-
in�ammatory cytokines
Given the importance to understand cytokine production in Covid–19 patients, this function was studied
in T cells after in vitro stimulation with anti-CD3/CD28 and, in a few cases, with SEB. In particular, we
simultaneously evaluated six different functions of CD4+ and CD8+ T cells, such as the production of
IFN-γ, IL–17A, IL–2, TNF-α and granzyme-B, along with the expression of the degranulation marker
CD107a (16).

Figure 4 shows a representative example of the detection of intracellular cytokines and the presence of
CD107a in CD4+ T cells (panel A) or CD8+ T cell (panel B) from a healthy donor (CTR, upper quadrants)
and a patient (lower quadrants). As summarized in panel C, in comparison with 6 controls, CD4+ T cells
from 8 Covid–19 patients were able to produce signi�cantly higher amounts of TNF-α, CD107a, IFN-γ, IL–
2 and especially IL–17A, that showed the most relevant level of signi�cance. The production of
granzyme-B was similar in the two groups. A similar trend was present among CD8+ T cells (panel D),
whose stimulation with anti-CD3/CD28 resulted in signi�cantly higher production of CD107a, IL–17A and
especially IL–2. A trend, even if not reaching a statistical signi�cance, was present as far as the
production of TNF-α and IFN-γ is concerned.
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By using a different approach that looks at cellular activity as a whole, we then investigated CD4+ and
CD8+ T cell polyfunctionality by analysing the simultaneous production of TNF-α, CD107a, IFN-γ, IL–2
and IL–17A (Figure 5). It is to note that in this case the percentage of cells exerting one or more functions
is provided considering the entire set of cells that is taken as 100%, without considering the power of the
global response (17). Having used 5 markers, we could detect 31 different population of CD4+ or CD8+ T
cells able to produce one or more molecules; the population that had no activity, i.e., that was 5 times
negative to any production, was excluded from the analysis. Figure 5A shows that, when stimulated with
anti-CD3/CD28, CD4+ and CD8+ T cells from patients and control had globally a very similar
polyfunctionality. However, the analysis for each of the 31 populations revealed that different functional
types of CD4+ T cells producing TNF-α were more represented among patients (Figure 5B). Moreover,
patients also showed more cells simultaneously producing IL–2 and IL–17 than controls, con�rming
what reported above.

We then decided to investigate the T cell response to a different stimulus, and could use the superantigen
SEB in 4 patients and controls. In this case, as shown in Figure 5C, the global polyfunctional response of
CD4+ T cells (upper circles) shows a different, but not statistically signi�cant picture in patients (right) vs.
controls (left), likely because of the low number of cases Analysing the production of single molecules
(Figure 5D) revealed that IL–2 producing CD4+ T cells from patients were signi�cantly increased also
after SEB stimulation.

After stimulation with SEB, CD8+ T cells polyfunctionality (Figure 5C, lower panels) was similar in the two
groups, and no differences were found considering each single molecule, even if a trend towards a higher
production of IL–17 and a less production of CD107a can be noted (Figure 5E).

Discussion
In this study we describe main changes in the T cell compartment of patients with Covid–19 pneumonia
who had been admitted to the Infectious Diseases Clinics (University Hospital of Modena, Northern Italy)
because of the severity of their symptoms. Most were lymphopenic, and most did not required non
invasive ventilation, indicating that at the time of blood collection the disease was not too advanced. Our
data thus indicate that relevant immune alterations, both phenotypic and functional, are present from the
earliest stages of the infection, when they become clinically relevant. Studies on asymptomatic, infected
individuals are now crucial to better understand the immunopathogenesis of the Covid–19.

This study evidences that Covid–19 patients with pneumonia display important phenotypic changes that
could be used as possible prognostic markers. Moreover, the production of IL–17 by both CD4+ and
CD8+ T cells, along with the high plasma level of this crucial cytokine, able to strengthen in�ammation
and activate neutrophils, is a main �nding that could pave the way to novel therapeutic approaches
based upon IL–17 blockage.

Very few data exist on the changes in the T cell compartment in patients affected by SARS-CoV–2
infection, and some have been published in a non-peer reviewed manner, so being di�cult to discuss.
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Previous studies have shown changes in the T cell family, which is characterized by relevant signs of
exhaustion (18,19). It has also been reported that in the peripheral blood of most Covid–19 patients the
proportions of T cells subsets can remain within the normal range, but a decrease can exist in CD4+ and
CD8+ T cell counts or in CD4+/CD8+ ratio (20,21). Our data are in agreement with these observations,
which are deepened with detailed analysis of different subpopulations of both CD4+ and CD8+ T
lymphocytes. Indeed, if on the one side no gross changes can be detected simply searching for markers
related to naive, memory or effector cells, on the other a more sophisticated and detailed analysis have
revealed signi�cant differences and truly important immune alterations.

Regulatory T cells (Treg) are crucial for regulating immune homeostasis and self‐tolerance (22,23). They
express the expression of the forkhead box transcription factor Foxp3, but can also be identi�ed by
detecting the high expression of the IL‐2 receptor α‐chain (CD25) and low/null expression of IL‐7 receptor
α‐chain (CD127) (23), along with other surface molecules such as CD39 (24.) and CD73 (25). Treg are
considered as gate‐keeper of a huge variety of immune reactions. They are able to suppress autoimmune
phenomena, dampen allergic reactions or block transplant rejection, but they can also inhibit a protective
immune response against invading pathogens or tumors (26). This is clearly an unproductive
immunosuppression that can either cause unwanted reactions or promote the progression of a disease or
an infection. Here we show that, on the one hand, different types of Tregs are increased in peripheral
blood from Covid–19 patients and that their plasma contains high amounts of IL–10, a typical inhibitory
cytokine produced by these cells. On the other hand, we have found that several markers of T cell
activation are present in these subjects, whose plasma, rich of proin�ammatory molecules, is de�nitely a
mirror of the cytokine storm that characterize this disease.

Patients with Covid–19 had increased amounts of CD8+ T cells expressing CD57, which has been
considered for decades the key marker of in vitro replicative senescence and is associated either to
human aging or prolonged chronic infections (27). CD57 can be used to detect functional immune
de�ciency in patients with autoimmune diseases, infectious diseases, and cancers. It has been suggested
that CD57+ cells display a high susceptibility to activation‐induced cell death, and are not able to undergo
cell proliferation despite preserved ability to secrete cytokines after activation (28). Thus, activating cells
with this type of exhaustion not only results in the lack of clonal expansion but also in the production of
molecules that can cause in�ammation.

Then, we have observed that cells from patients had high expression of PD1, a crucial inhibitory immune
mediator that, after activation by its ligands PD-L1 and PD-L2, plays an important role in the induction
and maintenance of peripheral tolerance, and for keeping the stability and integrity among T cells (29).
The PD–1/PD-L1 axis however mediates also potent inhibitory signals to block proliferation and function
of T effector cells, causing inimical effects on antiviral immunity. It is to note that signi�cantly high
plasma levels of PD-L1 were also found in our patients, suggesting that an inhibition of the immune
response could occur that follows this pathway.
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An excessive in�ammatory response evidenced by elevated levels of proin�ammatory cytokines and
chemokines has been described in patients affected by the SARS-Cov that caused the epidemic in 2003
(30,31). Moreover, in vitro experiments revealed that several different cell types from those patients were
able to produce high amounts of cytokines (32,33). High plasma levels of pro-in�ammatory molecules
indicating a TH1/TH17 response were reported in patients with MERS-CoV infection, with increased
concentrations of IFN-γ, TNF-α, IL–15 and IL–17 (34). Similar data, along with skewed in vitro cytokine
production by T cells, have been described in patients affected by the Middle East Respiratory Syndrome
caused by the MERS coronavirus (35). In our Covid–19 patients, plasma concentrations of many pro-
in�ammatory cytokines and chemokines, including IL–6, IL–17, TNF-α, IL–8, IL–1a, CCL2, CCL3, CCL4,
MIP–2 and CXCL6, were strongly increased, according to all the aforementioned reports that have
described the so-called cytokine storm.

Thus, presence of high amounts of molecules that are produced by several cell types and act on innate
immune cells has always to be taken into consideration. Among these molecules, IL–8 might have a
particular importance, being able to recruit neutrophils from the blood to infected or injured tissue. IL–8
production can be induced by a wide range of stimuli such as TNF-α, IL–1, bacteria, virus, and cellular
stress, and it can be synthetized by a several cell types, including monocytes, macrophages, endothelial
and epithelial cells, �broblasts, T lymphocytes, hepatocytes, synovial cells and keratinocytes (36). Its
receptors, CXCR1 and CXCR2, are expressed on neutrophils, monocytes, CD8+ T and NK cells, mast cells,
basophils and myeloid-derived suppressor cells. In neutrophils, receptor activation stimulates the release
of granule enzymes and the production of reactive oxygen species (37). When a respiratory virus like
SARS-CoV–2 enters the alveolus, alveolar epithelial cells are the �rst cells the virus encounters and infect,
and can produce IL–8 that in turn attracts and activates neutrophils and macrophages, which start
damaging the organ and eventually trigger a much more complex series of pathogenic events, including,
among others, endothelial damage, platelet activation, intravascular thrombosis. Even if in our patients
with pneumonia it was not possible to ascertain the site of IL–8 production, it is possible to hypothesize
that alveolar cells were deeply involved in this phenomenon.

Surprisingly, we also observed a marked increase of immunosuppressive cytokines, including IL–10 and
TH2 cytokines, like IL–4 and IL–13. This could indicate that the activation of immune system is really
massive, indiscriminately involving all cells, and depleting their residual resources.

Galectin–1, –3 and –9 were increased in patients if compared to controls. Galectins represent a family of
soluble β-galactoside-binding proteins widely expressed at sites of in�ammation and infection that have
emerged as a new class of damage-associated molecular patterns (DAMPs) or resolution-associated
molecular patterns, serving to magnify or to �x in�ammatory responses (38,39). In particular, galectin–1
acts typically as a pro-resolving mediator by repressing a number of innate and adaptive immune
programs. Conversely, galectin–3 and –9 have been proposed to act as alarmins (or DAMPs) that
amplify in�ammatory responses during sepsis and several types of infection. This means that the
condition of hyperin�ammation, which is observed in patients with Covid–19, is driven by a plethora of
molecules, including those belonging to the galectin family, that act against each other and that could
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likely become pharmacological targets. To our knowledge, these are the �rst data describing the presence
of these types of soluble mediators in patients with Covid–19, and further studies are needed to
investigate their importance in the immunopathogenesis of the disease.

A large number of mediators that we have measured are produced by T lymphocytes, and such a massive
cytokine release is very similar to what happens during a polyclonal, superantigen-driven, T-cell activation.
Superantigens like SEB can bind directly either the Vβ portion of the T-cell receptor or to MHC class II
molecules, thus rapidly and non-speci�cally activating T cells to produce IFN- and several other cytokines
(40). A four-fold increase in the level of circulating IFN- was indeed observed in plasma from Covid–19
patients if compared to controls. IFN- in turn activates macrophages, which produce pro-in�ammatory
cytokines, which then overwhelm the system. When patients’ cells were stimulated anti-CD3/28 or SEB,
an increased number of CD4+ T cells producing IFN-, TNF-, IL–17A and IL–2 was observed if compared
to healthy controls, indicating that T cells from Covid–19 patients have a higher ability than those from
healthy individuals to respond in vitro to stimulatory challenges. Studies are in course to investigate the
functional phenotype of speci�c T cells, i.e., those responding to peptide antigens derived from SARS-
CoV–2.

In conclusion, in Covid–19 patients with pneumonia, we have found the presence of: i) increased markers
of T cell exhaustions, activation, senescence; ii) an altered differentiation of different T cell subtypes; iii)
high plasma level of a variety of cytokine, from those with proin�ammatory action to those that are able
to inhibit the immune response, from those that indicate a skewing towards TH1 to those that reveal a
skewing towards TH2; iv) massive in vitro production of several cytokines, with a potential skewing of
activated cells towards TH17 phenotype.

Thus, Covid–19 looks very similar to a catastrophic sepsis, with concomitant aspects of immune
inhibition, activation, exhaustion and complex alterations within cells at different stage of differentiation,
not to mention the fact that almost all kind of cytokines are produced and released in a senseless and
uncoordinated manner. The overall picture that emerges underlines the ability of SARS-CoV–2 to provoke,
in a very fast time, a dramatically confused immune response. However, and thanks to the enormous
efforts that the scienti�c community is carrying out studying relentlessly the immunopathogenesis of
Covid–19, the progression of the viral infection starts to show some weaknesses. A therapeutic approach
now exists based on the administration of drugs that block IL–6 pathway, and is now signi�cantly
ameliorating the course of the disease (41). IL–17 is crucial in recruiting and activating neutrophils, cells
that can migrate to the lung and are heavily involved in the pathogenesis of Covid–19. We show here that
a signi�cant skewing of T cell activation towards TH17 functional phenotype exists in Covid–19 patients,
and we suggest that blocking IL–17 pathway by the biological drugs that are already available and used
to treat different pathologies could be a novel, additional strategy to improve the health of patients
infected by SARS-CoV–2.

Materials And Methods
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Study design
This is a case-control, cross sectional, single-centre study, approved by the local Ethical Committee
(protocol number 177/2020, March 10, 2020). Each participant provided informed consent. Twenty-one
patients Covid–19 infected were included in the study median age: 61 years (range 35–87). Patients were
matched for age and gender with 20 healthy subjects (CTR), median age 58 years (range 33–61 years).
We recorded demographic data, medical history, symptoms, signs, temperature, and main laboratory
�ndings from each patient. The total number and type of leukocytes in peripheral blood was analyzed by
hemocytometer, according to routine methods.

Blood collection and PBMC isolation
Twenty mL of blood were collected in vacuette containing ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA). Blood
was immediately processed. Isolation of peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) was performed by
using Ficoll-Paque according to standard procedures (42). PBMC were stored in liquid nitrogen in foetal
bovine serum addicted with 10% dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) for further analysis. Plasma was then
collected, centrifuged twice, and stored at –80°C until use.

T cell immunophenotype by polycromatic �ow cytometry
Thawed PBMC were washed twice with RPMI 1640 supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum and 1%
each of l-glutamine, sodium pyruvate, non-essential amino acids, antibiotics, 0.1 M HEPES, 55 μM β-
mercaptoethanol and DNAse 0.02mg/ml (43). PBMC were counted and 500,000 PBMC were stained with
the Duraclone IM T cell panel (from Beckman Coulter, Miami, FL) added with another �ve �uorescent
mAbs and a marker of cell viability. Beside side and forward scatters, markers were CD45 conjugated with
Krome Orange, CD3 APC-A750, CD4 APC, CD8 AF700, CD27 PC7, CD57 Paci�c Blue, CD279 (PD–1)
PC5.5, CD28 ECD, CCR7 PE, CD45RA FITC, HLA-DR BUV661, CD127 BV650, CD25 BV785, CD95 BUV395,
CD38 BUV496, and PromoFluor–840 (Promokine, from PromoCell, Heidelberg, Germany). A minimum of
500,000 cells were acquired on a CytoFLEX LX �ow cytometer (Beckman Coulter) (16).

Representation of high parameter �ow cytometry
Flow Cytometry Standard (FCS) 3.0 �les were imported into FlowJo software version 9 (Becton Dickinson,
San Josè, CA), and analyzed by standard gating to remove aggregates and dead cells, and identify CD3+
CD4+ T cells and CD8+ T cells. Then, 5,000 CD4+ T cells and 2,500 CD8+ T cells per sample were
exported for further analysis in R, by following a script that makes use of Bioconductor libraries and R
statistical packages (CATALYST 1.10.1). The script is available at:
https://github.com/HelenaLC/CATALYST). The selection of cofactor for data transformation was
checked on Cytobank (Beckman Coulter). FlowSOM (Bioconductor) was used to perform the

https://github.com/HelenaLC/CATALYST)
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metaclustering (K = 20); then, data were represented by the dimensionality reduction method named
Uniform Manifold Approximation and Projection (UMAP).

Quanti�cation of cytokine plasma levels
The plasma levels of 31 molecules was quanti�ed by Labospace srl (Milan, Italy), using a Luminex
platform (Human Cytokine Discovery, R&D System, Minneapolis, MN) for the simultaneous detection of
the following molecules: IL–1α, IL–1 , IL–2, IL–3, IL–4, IL–5, IL–6, IL–7, IL–8, IL–10, IL–12p70, IL–13,
IL–15, IL–17A, galactin–1, galactin–3, galactin–9, IFN-γ, TNF-α, GITR, PD-L1, MICA, CCL–2, CCL–3, CCL–
4, CCL–7, CXCL6, MIP–2, sCD27, sCD40, sCD40L, according to the manufacturer’s instruction.

In vitro stimulation with anti-CD3/CD28 and intracellular cytokine
staining
For functional assays on cytokine production by T cells, thawed isolated PBMCs were stimulated for 16
hours at 37°C in a 5% CO2 atmosphere with anti-CD3/CD28 (1 μg/mL) or with Staphylococcus aureus
enterotoxin-B (SEB, 1 ug/mL) in complete culture medium (RPMI 1640 supplemented with 10% foetal
bovine serum and 1% each of l-glutamine, sodium pyruvate, non-essential amino acids, antibiotics, 0.1 M
HEPES, 55 μM β-mercaptoethanol). For each sample, at least 2 million cells were left unstimulated as
negative control, and 2 million cells were stimulated. All samples were incubated with a protein transport
inhibitor containing brefeldin A (Golgi Plug, BD) and previously titrated concentration of CD107a-PE. After
stimulation, cells were stained with LIVE-DEAD Aqua (ThermoFisher Scienti�c, Eugene OR)) and surface
mAbs recognizing CD3 PE- Cy5, CD4 AF700, and CD8 APC-Cy7 (Biolegend, San Diego, CA, USA). Cells
were washed with stain buffer (BD) and �xed and permeabilized with the cyto�x/cytoperm buffer set
(BD) for cytokine detection. Then, cells were stained with previously titrated mAbs concentration
recognizing IL–17A BV421, TNF-α BV603, IFN-γ FITC, IL–2 APC, or granzyme-B BV421 (all mAbs from
Biolegend). Then, a minimum of 100,000 cells were acquired on a Attune NxT acoustic cytometer
(ThermoFisher).

Statistical analysis
High dimensional cytometric analysis was performed by using differential discovery in high-dimensional
cytometry via high-resolution clustering (44). Quantitative variables were compared by Mann-Whitney
was applied. Simpli�ed Presentation of Incredibly Complex Evaluation (SPICE) software (version 6, kindly
provided by Dr. Mario Roederer, Vaccine Research Center, NIAID, NIH, Bethesda, MD, USA) was used to
analyze polychromatic �ow cytometry data (17). Data are represented as the mean±SEM. Statistical
analyses were performed using Prism 6.0 (GraphPad Software Inc., La Jolla, USA).
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Figures

Figure 1

Differentiation, activation and exhaustion of CD4+ T cells. A) Gating strategy used to analyze
differentiation, activation status, senescence and exhaustion together with identi�cation of Tregs and
TSCM within CD4+ T cells. Naïve T cells are identi�ed as CCR7+,CD45RA+,CD28+,CD27+ cells; TSCM are
CCR7+,CD45RA+,CD28+,CD27+,CD95+; central memory (CM) are CCR7-,CD45RA+,CD28+,CD27+/-;
effector memory (EM) are CCR7-,CD45RA-,CD28+/-,CD27+/-; terminal effector (TE) are
CCR7-,CD45RA+,CD28-,CD27+/-. Activated cells are those CD38+,HLA-DR+; Treg as CD127-,CD25++;
exhausted/senescent are PD1+, CD57+. Histograms indicate the percentage of CD4+ T cells within
CD3+,CD45+ T cells in healthy subjects (CTR) and Covid-19 patients (COVID), that was not statistically
different. B) Percentages of different CD4+ T cell subpopulations obtained by manual gating and
differences between controls and patients; numbers indicate p value (not signi�cant if not indicated). C)
Uniform Manifold Approximation and Projection (UMAP) representation of the CD4+ T cell landscape. D)
Heatmap representing different CD4+ T cell clusters identi�ed by FlowSOM, with relative identity and
percentages in healthy controls (CTR) and Covid-19patients. The colors in the heatmap represent the
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median of the arcsinh, 0-1 transformed marker expression calculated over cells from all the samples,
varying from blue for lower expression to red for higher expression. The dendrogram on the left
represents the hierarchical similarity between the metaclusters (metric: Euclidean distance; linkage:
average). Each cluster has a unique color assigned (bar on the left). Barplot along the rows (clusters) and
values on the right indicate the relative sizes of clusters. E) Differential analysis between CTR (color:
salmon) and Covid-19 (emerald). The heat represents arcsine-square-root transformed cell frequencies
that were subsequently normalized per cluster (rows) to mean of zero and standard deviation of one. The
color of the heat varies from blue indicating relative under-representation to orange indicating relative
over-representation. Bar and numbers at the right indicate signi�cant differentially abundant clusters
(green) and adjusted p-values. Clusters are sorted according to adjusted p-values, so that the cluster at
the top shows the most signi�cant abundance changes between the two conditions.

Figure 2

Differentiation, activation and exhaustion of CD8+ T-cell subsets. A) Gating strategy used to analyzed
differentiation, activation status, senecescence and exhaustion together with identi�cation of TSCM
within CD8+ T cells. Naïve T cells are identi�ed as CCR7+,CD45RA+,CD28+,CD27+; TSCM are
CCR7+,CD45RA+,CD28+,CD27+,CD95+; central memory (CM) are CCR7-,CD45RA+,CD28+,CD27+/-,
effector memory (EM) CCR7-,CD45RA-,CD28+/-,CD27+/-; terminal effector (TE) are
CCR7-,CD45RA+,CD28-,CD27+/-. Activated cells are those CD38+,HLA-DR+; exhausted/senescent are
PD1+, CD57+. Histograms indicate the percentage of CD8+ T cells within CD3+,CD45+ T cells in healthy
subjects (CTR) and Covid-19patients (COVID), that was not statistically different. B) Percentages of
different CD8+ T cell subpopulations obtained by manual gating and differences between controls (CTR)
and patients; numbers indicate p value (not signi�cant if not indicated). C) Uniform Manifold
Approximation and Projection (UMAP) UMAP representation of CD8+ T cell landscape. D) Heatmap
representing different clusters identi�ed by FlowSOM, with relative identity and percentages in CTR and v
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patients. The color in the heatmap represents the median of the arcsinh, 0-1 transformed marker
expression calculated over cells from all the samples, varying from blue for lower expression to red for
higher expression. The dendrogram on the left represents the hierarchical similarity between the
metaclusters (metric: Euclidean distance; linkage: average). Each cluster has a unique color assigned (bar
on the left). Barplot along the rows (clusters) and values on the right indicate the relative sizes of clusters.
E) Differential analysis between CTR (color: salmon) and Covid-19 (emerald). The heat represents
arcsine-square-root transformed cell frequencies that were subsequently normalized per cluster (rows) to
mean of zero and standard deviation of one. The color of the heat varies from blue indicating relative
under-representation to orange indicating relative over-representation. Bar and numbers at the right
indicate signi�cant differentially abundant clusters (green) and adjusted p-values. Clusters are sorted
according to adjusted p-values, so that the cluster at the top shows the most signi�cant abundance
changes between the two conditions.
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Figure 3

Plasma level of cytokine form Covid-19 patients and controls. Quanti�cation of cytokines and other
mediators in plasma obtained from Covid-19 patients (n=13) and healthy controls (n=8). *P<0.05;
**P<0.01.
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Figure 4

Cytokine production by CD4 and CD8+ T cells after in vitro stimulation with anti-CD3/28. A)
Representative dot plots related to the intracellular cytokine staining of CD4+ T cells of a control donor
(CTR, upper panel) and a COVID-19 patient (lower panel) after in vitro stimulation with anti-CD3/CD28. B)
Representative dot plots related to the intracellular cytokine staining of CD8+ T cells of a control donor
(CTR, upper panel) and a COVID-19 patient (lower panel) after in vitro stimulation with anti-CD3/CD28. C)
Comparison between the total production of IFN-γ, TNF-α, IL-17, IL-2, CD107a and granzyme B by CD4+ T
cells after in vitro stimulation with anti-CD3/CD28. Numbers indicate p value (not signi�cant if not
indicated). D) Comparison between the total production of IFN-γ, TNF-α, IL-17, IL-2, CD107a and
granzyme B by CD8+ T cells after in vitro stimulation with anti-CD3/CD28. Numbers indicate p value (not
signi�cant if not indicated).
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Figure 5

Polyfunctionality of CD4 and CD8+ T cells from patients woth Covid-19. A) Pie charts representing the
proportion of responding CD4+ (upper circles) and CD8+ (lower) T cells producing different combinations
of CD107a, IL-2, IFN- , and TNF-  after anti-CD3/CD28 stimulation in control donors (left) and patients
(right). Frequencies were corrected by background subtraction as determined in nonstimulated controls
using SPICE software. Pie arches represent the total production of different cytokines. B) Comparison
between the production different combinations of cytokines by CD4+ T cells after in vitro stimulation with
anti-CD3/CD28. Numbers indicate p value (not signi�cant if not indicated). C) Comparison between the
polyfunctional response to anti-CD3/CD28 and SEB. Pie charts representing the proportion of responding
CD4+ (upper circles) and CD8+ (lower) T cells producing different combinations of CD107a, IL-2, IFN- ,
and TNF-  after stimulation with anti-CD3/CD28 (left) or SEB (right) in 4 Covid-19 patients (right).
Frequencies were corrected by background subtraction as determined in nonstimulated controls using
SPICE software. Pie arches represent the total production of different cytokines. D) Comparison between
the total production of IFN-g, TNF-a, IL-17, IL-2 CD107a and granzyme B by CD4+ T cells after in vitro
stimulation with anti-CD3/CD28 or SEB. *P<0.05 E) Comparison between the total production of IFN-g,
TNF-a, IL-17, IL-2 CD107a and granzyme B by CD8+ T cells after in vitro stimulation with anti-CD3/CD28
or SEB. *P<0.05
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